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Abstract We use incoherent scatter radar observations at Millstone Hill (MHO) and Arecibo (AO) and
topside ionosphere in situ Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) observations during the great
geomagnetic storm on 17–18 March 2015 to conduct a focused study on ion-neutral coupling and storm
time ionosphere and thermosphere dynamics. Some of these observations were made around the time
of large ionospheric drifts within a subauroral polarization stream (SAPS). During the storm main phase,
we identify multiple disturbance characteristics in the North American late afternoon and dusk sector.
(1) Strong subauroral westward drifts occurred between 20 and 24 UT near MHO, accompanied by a storm
enhanced density plume passage over MHO in the afternoon with a poleward/upward ion drift. The strongly
westward flow reached 2000 m/s speed near the poleward plume edge. (2) Prompt penetration electric field
signatures, appearing as poleward/upward ion drifts on the dayside over both MHO and AO, were consistent
with DMSP vertical drift data and contributed to plume development. (3) Meridional wind equatorward
surges occurred during daytime hours at MHO, followed by 2–3 h period oscillations at both MHO and AO.
The zonal electric field at AO was strongly correlated with the wind oscillation. (4) Large ion temperature
enhancements as well as 50+ m/s upward ion drifts throughout the E and F regions were observed during
the SAPS period. These were presumably caused by strong frictional heating due to large plasma drifts. The
heating effects appeared to drive significant atmospheric upwelling, and corresponding ion upflow was
also observed briefly. This study highlights some of the important effects of fast plasma transport as well
as other disturbance dynamics on ion-neutral coupling during a single intensification period within a great
geomagnetic storm.

1. Introduction

The Earth’s upper atmosphere responds to geospace storms in very complicated ways as charged particles
in the ionosphere and neutral species in the thermosphere undergo dramatic electromagnetic, thermody-
namic, and chemical changes. Identifying characteristic patterns of storm time ionosphere and thermosphere
perturbations and understanding drivers causing these perturbations are essential topics under extensive
community investigation for many decades. Reviews of some of these efforts can be found in Buonsanto [1999]
and Mendillo [2006].

Renewed interest in storm time dynamics, especially over subauroral and midlatitudes as well as low and
equatorial latitudes, has led to significant advances in the last decade. Notable milestones include charac-
terization of the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS), [Foster and Burke, 2002], involving narrower features
also known as subauroral ion drifts (SAID) and polarization jets (PJ) [Galperin et al., 1974; Spiro et al., 1979],
and the SAPS role in the development of storm-enhanced density (SED) features at subauroral and midlati-
tudes [Foster, 1993]. Another area of renewed interest [Huang et al., 2006] involves improved understanding
of penetrating electric fields [Nishida, 1968] from middle to equatorial latitudes and its relative importance
to the storm time dynamo, generated during the equatorward propagation of atmospheric disturbances
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Figure 1. Solar geophysical conditions for 17–18 March 2015. (first three panels) IMF Bz , By and Bx (all nT) in GSM
coordinates; (fourth panel) interplanetary electric field dawn-to-dusk component Ey (mV/m) calculated as −Bz × Vsw
(Vsw, solar wind speed); (fifth panel) solar wind dynamic pressure SWDP (nPa); and (sixth panel) Dst index.

[Blanc and Richmond, 1980; Maruyama et al., 2005]. These achievements have been reached through joint
observational and modeling efforts, with a key factor being recent enhanced capabilities for geospace obser-
vational networks with high fidelity spatial and temporal detection of ionospheric disturbances. It is important
to point out that information regarding ionospheric and thermospheric dynamics is by definition incom-
plete without ion drift, neutral winds, and neutral composition in order to establish important physical links
between electron density variations and their drivers. Observations of these important drivers are still quite
few in general. However, a coordinated observational campaign conducted during the large 17–18 March
2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm offers a rare opportunity to investigate important geophysical drivers and their
storm time behavior during this great solar-terrestrial disturbance.
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Great geomagnetic storms starting on 17 March 2015 were caused by joint effects of an arriving coronal mass
ejection cloud and coronal hole high-speed streams [Kataoka et al., 2015]. The event was characterized by a
long (12 h) and intense (−18 nT) southward interplanetary magnetic field (Figure 1), high Kp (8−) [Zhang et al.,
2015] and low Dst values (minimum−227 nT). The storm on the 17th is the largest to date during solar cycle 24.
Ionosphere and thermosphere responses to this storm have been the focus of recent community research
(S.-R. Zhang et al., CEDAR workshop, 2015; S.-R. Zhang et al., AGU Fall Meeting, 2015) and this journal’s special
section. For example, Zhang et al. [2015] reported a large premidnight poleward thermospheric wind surge
at subauroral and midlatitudes, in a direction opposite to the classical pattern of a storm time equatorward
wind surge. The observed neutral wind variations were identified as driven by SAPS ion motions, through a
scenario where strong ion flows cause a westward neutral wind and subsequently establish a poleward wind
surge due to the Coriolis force on that westward wind. Liu et al. [2016] indicated that the associated SED plume
observed in the Millstone Hill vicinity during the event was formed mostly in the topside ionosphere, and the
F2 peak was in negative storm phase due to the arrival of a neutral atmospheric depression in the O/N2 ratio.
Other studies for this storm to date have examined global scale features of electron density variations and
corresponding neutral O/N2 changes as measured by multiple satellites [Astafyeva et al., 2015], middle- and
low-latitude ionospheric electron density variations as seen by GPS and ionosondes, and identification of the
prompt penetration electric field (PPEF) and disturbance dynamo electric field (DDEF) using magnetometer
data [Nava et al., 2016]. Equatorial F2 region dynamics associated with PPEF and DDEF and other processes
were reported in Tulasi Ram et al. [2016].

This paper addresses 17–18 March 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm-induced ionosphere and thermosphere dis-
turbances in ionospheric plasma drifts (electric fields), neutral winds, and plasma temperatures, as observed
at storm time subauroral latitudes (Millstone Hill, 42.6∘N, 71.5∘W, Invariant latitude 52.8∘N) and lower midlat-
itudes (Arecibo, 13.8∘N, 66.75∘W, Invariant latitude 30.0∘N). Observations here focus primarily on incoherent
scatter radar (ISR) observations of ionospheric dynamics and also Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPI) obser-
vations of neutral dynamics, along with in situ 840 km altitude topside ionospheric observations from the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite constellation. Using data during this single intense
storm event, we are able to comprehensively and simultaneously examine several SAPS related ion-neutral
coupling topics: (1) meridional and zonal electric field intensifications (appearing in corresponding resolved
plasma drift components), and their impact on subauroral and high latitude ionospheric plasma densities;
(2) SAPS and penetration electric fields occurring during the same event at nearly the same time; (3) neutral
meridional wind disturbances at Millstone Hill, some of which are related to SAPS flows; and (4) frictional heat-
ing effects throughout the E and F regions, through evidence of both neutral atmosphere and ionosphere
upwelling as potential sources of ion upflow. The appearance of all these features in a single storm time event
is unprecedented and provides a unique opportunity for advances in understanding of geospace dynamic
processes associated with large plasma drifts. While the main theme of this study is effects that are highly
associated with large ionospheric drifts (SAPS), this paper also discusses other storm time ionospheric and
thermospheric disturbances and waves that were observed at subauroral and middle latitudes, but whose
cause may or may not be related to SAPS flows.

2. Solar Geophysical Conditions and Ionospheric Observations
2.1. Solar Geophysical Conditions
The data used in this study were acquired during an international observational campaign alert window
[Zhang et al., 2015], and multiple ISR facilities were triggered to begin operations at ∼15 UT 17 March 2015,
approximately 9 h into storm commencement. Both Millstone Hill and Arecibo ISRs conducted experiments
for ∼5 days, but discussion here focuses primarily on the period from 20 to 24 UT on 17 March 2015 when
strong plasma drift/electric field disturbances took place. Data surrounding the period and during relatively
quiet conditions are also used to provide appropriate context.

The geospace storm was triggered by combined CME and high-speed stream effects. Severe geomagnetic
disturbances occurred for an extended period with sudden commencement early on 17 March 2015 and
recovery beginning early in the next day (Figure 1). Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) northward component
Bz hourly values in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates fell to −17 nT between 05 and 08 UT.
Solar wind dynamic pressure was enhanced immediately and remained for∼12 h at>10 nPa. Bz subsequently
underwent a 12 h long sustained negative excursion of ∼ −17 nT between 12 and 24 UT on the 17th. During
this main phase storm stage, IMF polarity was briefly “toward,” then “away” for 12 h, and became toward
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Figure 2. Millstone Hill ISR observational geometry of the radio beams viewed at the 300 km horizontal plane. The red
arc represents data locations from the MISA azimuth scans at 6∘ elevation used for plasma convection velocity
determination, and the three full circles represent data locations used for regional plasma velocity (and the F region
meridional wind) determination. See text for details.

during the recovery phase on the 18th. The hourly Dst index dropped to a minimum of −227 nT at 23 UT
on the 17th. The interplanetary electric field (IEF) dawn-to-dusk component Ey , which is potentially linked to
the low and middle-latitude penetration electric field [e.g., Fejer et al., 1979; Kelley et al., 2003; Tsurutani et al.,
2004; Huang et al., 2006; Basu et al., 2007], exhibited some fluctuations with maxima close to 10 mV/m around
14–16 UT and 21–24 UT. Ionospheric observations during these time frames indicate clear signatures of pen-
etration electric fields (as discussed later in section 3.2). Interestingly, strong westward plasma flows in a SAPS
configuration occurred during 20–24 UT, and its characteristics and impacts will be discussed throughout
the paper.

2.2. Millstone Hill Observation and Data Processing
The Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar has a long history of extensive auroral, subauroral, and midlatitude
ionospheric observations using the 68 m diameter fixed zenith antenna as well as the 46 m full steerable MISA
antenna [Yeh et al., 1991; Buonsanto et al., 1992; Buonsanto and Foster, 1993; Foster et al., 2005; Goncharenko
et al., 2007; Zhang and Holt, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007]. However, some of the data processing procedures used in
this study, in particular, those producing ion drift vectors (electric fields) along with neutral wind processing,
are not described elsewhere, and therefore a brief discussion is in order.
2.2.1. MHO Observation Mode
The ISR experiment executed at Millstone Hill was designed to provide wide coverage scans covering longi-
tudes both east and west of Millstone Hill. This feature allowed observation of F region ionospheric conditions
in the range of approximately −85 to −65∘E longitude (at 250–300 km altitude). See Figure 2 for an obser-
vational geometry of the radar beams intersecting the horizontal plane at 300 km altitude. MISA steerable
antenna scanning occurred from +20 to −100∘ azimuth (angle from geographic north) at a fixed elevation
of 6.0∘. The experiment paused scan sweeps at −55∘ azimuth for a 240 s fixed dwell at 45∘ elevation. An
interleaved 480 μs waveform envelope sequence with both single/uncoded pulses (S/P; fundamental res-
olution = 64 km range) and alternating code (A/C; fundamental resolution = 4.5 km range) measurements
[Lehtinen and Häggström, 1987] was used for a 180 s zenith profile at three intervals when the MISA was mov-
ing back to scan start, from scan end to west dwell, and west dwell to north dwell, respectively. The same
interleaved S/P and A/C measurement sequence was also used at MISA fixed dwell positions of −90∘ and
0∘ azimuth at 45∘ elevation, with all dwell durations 180 s except for the midazimuth scan fixed dwell. Total
experiment cycle time for scans and fixed position dwells was ∼37 min.
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2.2.2. Convection Plasma Velocity Vector (From Wide Coverage Scans)
The F region plasma drift vector may be expressed as different components in a geomagnetic coordinate
system. We define these here as (1) VperE , Em × B∕B2, the drift perpendicular to the magnetic field and in the
magnetic eastward direction, caused by Em, the meridional (equatorward) electric field perpendicular to the
magnetic field; (2) VperN, Ez×B∕B2, the drift perpendicular to the magnetic field and in the magnetic northward
direction, and produced by Ez the zonal (eastward) electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field; and (3)
Vpar, the field-aligned plasma drift (positive upward). These components cannot be measured simultaneously
from a single monostatic radar. However, under the assumption of some measure of temporal and spatial
stationarity, they can be determined from sequences of monostatic observations by combining line-of-sight
(los) velocity data from different scan positions within certain time and altitude bins. In particular, the vertical
ion drift Vz can be directly measured by the zenith antenna and is equal to the los velocity. Therefore,

Vz = Vpar sin I + VperN cos I (1)

Vpar = Vd − Un cos I, (2)

where Vd is the ambipolar diffusion velocity, I is the dip angle (∼67.5∘ for the F region observations here),
and Un is the northward neutral wind in magnetic meridian. Un may be expressed as Un = UN cos D + UE sin D,
where UN and UE are northward and eastward winds in geographic coordinates and D is magnetic declination
(∼ −13.7∘ in the F region).

For the ion convection velocity VperE , we used los data within 1 h between −60 and +10∘ azimuth and
300–450 km altitude at 6.0∘ elevation. These look directions cover regions on east and west sides of the mag-
netic meridian plane within roughly a ±4∘ (latitude) by ±10∘ (longitude) bin, with mean location at geodetic
coordinates of (51.4∘N, 86.7∘W), and therefore sensitive to VperE . VperN is determined from the geometric fea-
ture that los is close to perpendicular to the field line near the magnetic meridian at the F region (the direction
cosine in northward perpendicular to the field line is limited to 0.3), and the mean location determined from
the 48–56∘ latitude bin is close to (51.1∘N, 86.0∘W). These arrangements, which treat the two vector com-
ponents slightly differently, allow for vector determination in geophysically interesting regions with reliable
accuracy and small uncertainty. We assume here that the electric field does not change in time and space
within each of the corresponding los bins over the joint measurement time. These bin sizes are either larger
or comparable to a typical SAPS spatial scale (∼ 2–5∘ latitude width) and therefore encompass the complete
SAPS spatial structure if it does occur. However, depending on the exact spatial and temporal distribution of
the plasma drift, these resolved VperE and VperN represent SAPS features possibly mixed with other storm time
subauroral and auroral plasma drift variations. Notice that the vectors derived in this manner are not local to
Millstone Hill but occur about 10∘ to the north (for VperN) and 10∘ to the west (for VperE) of Millstone Hill.

The values of VperE and VperN produced by this binning and vector derivation process are used to demon-
strate the plasma drift vector and the associated electric field at latitudes approximately 10∘ north/west of
MHO (Figures 5a and 5b). In addition, the original spatial and temporal variation information for los is demon-
strated in Figure 4 showing predominant temporal variations associated with large plasma drifts. These will
be discussed in details in section 3.1.
2.2.3. F Region Ion Velocity Vectors, Winds, and Gridded Data (Regional and Local Data)
To determine the three components of the plasma drift vector, a least squares fitting procedure was per-
formed as part of the standard Millstone Hill Gridded Data product software package (profileFit). The
resulting regridded radar data have a standard 15 min cadence and a set of standard altitudes with an
altitude-dependent spacing. All local basic-derived parameter data regardless of waveform were processed,
including data collected with beams pointed off zenith, and these results were used to estimate vector ion drift
velocities. Low elevation (< 45∘) data were excluded. Scalar data such as electron density and electron and
ion temperature were then fit with a bicubic tensor product spline in time and altitude. If off-zenith velocity
measurements were available, the procedure also estimated the electric field and vector ion drift. Measure-
ments were assumed to be on the same magnetic field line which was assumed to be equipotential. In the
F region, this reduced the measurement problem to a two parameter fit for the electric field at a reference
altitude. Since the field lines are equipotentials, these two parameters define the electric field and ion O+ drift
velocity at all F region altitudes. In the E region, the drifts are much more influenced by collisions with the
neutral atmosphere, and a bicubic (time and height) spline was therefore used to model this component of
the drift velocity.
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Once the fits were computed, the gridded data were evaluated at the specified cadence and altitudes. Given
the gridded basic derived parameter data, it is possible to compute other parameters of interest such as
the meridional neutral wind. The profileFit package also facilitates calculation of height gradients in elec-
tron density Ne, ion temperature Ti, and electron temperature Te. With this information, diffusion velocity Vd

(parallel to the field line) was derived using the equation given in Salah and Holt [1974] where neutral den-
sities and temperature were provided by the National Research Laboratory-Mass Spectrometer Incoherent
Scatter (NRL-MSIS) model [Picone et al., 2002]. With known Vpar and Vd , geomagnetic meridional neutral winds
Un (poleward positive) were then calculated using the expression −Un= (Vpar − Vd)/cos I. Un was calculated
only for F region heights above 200 km. The winds calculated for individual heights can sometimes show
a clear height dependency. For this study, results given as Millstone Hill geomagnetic meridional winds Un

represent altitude averages within ±50 km around the F2 peak height, weighted with error estimates of the
individually derived values. The uncertainty on resulting neutral wind values was assigned as the maximum
offset between this average wind around the F2 peak and the weighted average wind for 50 km above as well
as below the F2 peak, and therefore represents the uncertainty associated with height dependency of the
winds. Note that the traditional O+−O collision frequency value [Dalgarno, 1964] was used for the Millstone
Hill wind calculations in the current study. A major uncertainty in the wind calculation arises for the use of an
empirical neutral atmospheric model which affects Vd calculation primarily through the O+ and neutral colli-
sion frequency. However, the critically important plasma pressure gradient (in height) is determined directly
by the ISR observations.

In summary, the regional and local measurements (with elevation ≥ 45∘) are used to determine the plasma
drift vector and facilitate the calculation of thermospheric meridional winds. MHO meridional winds and their
relationship with parallel plasma drift Vpar are shown in Figure 8 and are discussed in detail in sections 3.3
and 3.7.

2.2.4. Arecibo Observations
The Arecibo incoherent scatter radar conducted its 17 March 2015 campaign using both its Gregorian reflector
and delay line feed to measure the ionospheric parameters using a coded long-pulse waveform [Sulzer, 1986].
A continuous beam swinging pattern, rotating over 360∘ in azimuth with 75∘ elevation and taking 16 min to
complete a full cycle, measured los ion velocities to determine the three orthogonal components of the ion
drift velocity vector. We subsequently used a least squares fitting approach within each los bin of 30 min in
time and 100 km in height to resolve F region VperE , VperN, and Vpar. Vd is determined in a manner similar to
Millstone Hill processing, except that height gradients are derived from the profiles after fitting with a polyno-
mial of degree 3. Also, due to the high available accuracy of Arecibo measurements, we attempted to adjust
the traditional O+−O collision frequency by applying the so-called Burnside factor (Bf ) [Burnside et al., 1987]
and found that Bf = 1.3 (close to the Pesnell et al. [1993] result) resulted in better agreement between the ISR
and FPI F region magnetic meridional winds than use of Bf = 1.0. Nevertheless, we stress that the use of dif-
ferent Bf values for MHO and AO should not be interpreted as location dependence of Bf , and furthermore,
this procedure does not affect discussions associated with wind results.
2.2.5. Other Observations
Additional observations involved in this study include global GPS total electron content (TEC) maps, Mill-
stone Hill and Arecibo FPI neutral winds, and DMSP in situ plasma drift measurements. GPS TEC data are
from MIT Haystack Observatory’s GPS TEC analysis package [Rideout and Coster, 2006], upgraded recently with
improved bias estimation [Vierinen et al., 2016]. Millstone Hill FPI data used for this particular event are a sub-
set of the data used in Zhang et al. [2015], and descriptions on them are provided in the paper and references
therein. In particular, Zhang et al. [2015] indicated that significant vertical wind amplitudes did not seem to
occur during the 9 h FPI observation on 18 March 2015 reported here. Hairston et al. [2016] provide a recent
description of DMSP plasma drift observation characteristics.

All these data, along with the ISR data mentioned earlier, were obtained from the Madrigal database hosted
by the MIT Haystack Observatory at http://www.openmadrigal.org.

3. Results and Discussion

Results and discussion are subsequently presented in the following topical order: (1) SAPS, strong ion convec-
tion, and SEDs in the Millstone Hill vicinity measured with the Millstone Hill ISR, DMSP, and the GPS TEC net-
work; (2) penetration electric fields and potential disturbance dynamo effects during nearly the same interval
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Figure 3. Northern polar view of total electron content at 22:42 UT on 17 March 2015, overlapped with DMSP F16 (gray)
and F19 (magenta) cross-track ion velocities around 22:58 UT and 23:43 UT near Millstone Hill latitudes, in the ∼16 and
∼18 MLT planes. Geographic coordinates are used. The scale for the cross-track velocity is given at the bottom right of
the dial plot.

when strong plasma flows or SAPS were measured by the MHO radar and DMSP; (3) Millstone Hill and Arecibo
neutral winds; (4) Arecibo electric field oscillations; (5) Millstone Hill ionospheric F region heating associated
with high-speed plasma flows; (6) corresponding E region ionospheric heating; (7) atmospheric upwelling
(vertical winds); (8) ion outflow and frictional heating; and (9) ionospheric F1 region disturbances.

3.1. SAPS and SED Plume During 20–24 UT
During the storm, F2 peak electron density at middle and high latitudes over the American sector was
lower than quiet conditions during sunlit hours [Zhang et al., 2015; Astafyeva et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016].
This was due to the influence of storm time O/N2 depletions that developed during the ∼12 h main phase
period of the geomagnetic disturbance. At ∼14 UT when Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics
and Dynamics/Global Ultraviolet Imager was above Millstone Hill, significant O/N2 depletion was observed
[Astafyeva et al., 2015].

A few hours later, SED plumes were observed in Millstone Hill’s longitude sector [Zhang et al., 2015; Liu et al.,
2016], and around ∼20 UT the plume passed over Millstone Hill. Figure 3 shows a northern polar view of TEC
at 22:42 UT where a clear plume can be seen slightly southward of Millstone Hill (marked as the letter “M”)
extending westward and northward. We note that SED plume passage right above Millstone Hill was observed
slightly earlier at ∼20 UT [Zhang et al., 2015].

Overlaid on Figure 3 are DMSP F16 and F19 cross-track ion velocities which are most sensitive to east-west
drifts along their dusk sector orbital paths. F19 was close to magnetic local time (MLT) dusk and showed two
strong westward flow peaks, with (1) SAPS identified as the flow peak on the equatorward side near the zone
of sharply reduced TEC from the SED plume poleward and (2) strong ion convection identified as the other
poleward peak. Farther to the north, reversed convection in the polar cap was observed. F16’s orbit observed
conditions approximately 1 h before dusk and exhibited very similar SAPS and convection structures. Note
that spatial separation between SAPS and auroral convection for F16 is smaller than for F19, and the SAPS
location in F19 is at a lower latitude than that in F16. This MLT dependence of SAPS location (latitude) agrees
roughly with statistically derived results from Foster and Vo [2002] and Erickson et al. [2011].
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Figure 4. Spatial-temporal features of SAPS and large plasma drifts measured by (top) DMSP F16 and F19 satellites and
by Millstone Hill (bottom) ISR. Cross-track ion velocity from three F16 and three F19 crosses over the American sector
were selected; MLT, UT, and longitude for the geographic equator which the satellite crossed are marked. SAPS are
found at latitudes ranging from 50∘N down to 40∘. Millstone Hill ISR observations of plasma drifts are showed as
line-of-sight velocity (Vo) at four latitudes to the north of the radar, which are averaged over 300–350 km. Strong
plasma flows occur between 20 and 24 UT 17 March and indicate the presence of SAPS as well as enhanced convection.

Figure 3 also depicts the spatial relationship between the SAPS and SED plume. As expected from earlier
studies [Foster et al., 2007], SAPS and SED are not coaligned in space, with SAPS located near the poleward
edge of the plume.

Two additional passes of DMSP F16 and F19, respectively, over the North American sector between 19 and
22 UT (immediately before those shown in Figure 3) also show clear signatures of SAPS or large plasma drifts
near MHO latitudes or slightly northward (Figure 4 top). These large drifts were ≥∼1000 m/s in amplitude.
Again, DMSP F16 passes with an earlier MLT had this SAPS or large plasma drift feature at higher latitudes
than the F19 ones with a later MLT. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to assume the existence of SAPS or large
ionospheric drifts in the MHO vicinity during the 20–24 UT time frame.

The temporal correlation between the appearance of both SAPS and the SED plume is further demonstrated
in MHO observations, as ground-based ISR experiments provide superior temporal resolution for temporal
variations of plasma flows (SAPS and convection). In particular, signatures of SAPS and convection can be seen
in the los ion drifts measured with the Millstone Hill radar’s low elevation scans, as shown in Figure 4 (bottom).
When looking to the west with azimuth between −50 and −80∘, a significant westward ion drift component
contributed to the los velocity in the F region since the aspect angle (the angle between the radar beam
and magnetic field) is ∼100∘. The ion velocity experienced a sharp increase after 18 UT reaching maxima at
∼22 UT in a broad latitude range from 44 to 53∘N [Yeh et al., 1991], but the highest speeds were between 44
and 47∘N (within 5∘ to the north of Millstone Hill), and the speeds were lower at higher latitudes. Also, the
time of the peak los occurred earlier at high latitudes than at lower latitudes. It is not immediately clear from
this figure alone which of these features are SAPS, but in any case these were high-speed ion flows that could
have contributed to SED plume development and furthermore could have affected local heating and thermal
balance as discussed later. It is clear that observations during the time frame from 20 to 24 UT when los was
significantly enhanced are consistent with the existence of SAPS and large plasma drifts near MHO observed
with DMSP satellites as shown in Figure 4 (top).
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Figure 5. (a and b) Convection speed estimated to the north of Millstone Hill using the radar’s wide coverage
experiment between 300 and 450 km, as well as vertical ion drifts (350 ± 10 km) local to (e) Millstone Hill. Red curves
begin on 17 March, and blue ones begin on 18 March. (c) Electron density as a 15 min median within ±18 km around
357 km (gray dots) and 465 km (red dots). (d) Total cross-field flux (red solid) , the flux in magnetic zonal direction
(blue dotted), and flux in magnetic meridian direction (black solid), all within 300–350 km at ∼50∘N (corresponding to
the blue line in Figure 4, bottom).

By combining los velocity data from MHO low elevation scans, we determined convection velocities VperE and

VperN (Figure 5). VperE became very strongly westward reaching >2000 m/s at 51.4∘N between 20 and 24 UT

(near or prior to dusk, Figure 5a). Zhang et al. [2015] showed similarly enhanced westward flow at 47∘N but with

a smaller magnitude (<1000 m/s). These results are comparable with the DMSP cross-track velocity shown in

Figures 3 and 4. While VperE was relatively weak on the dayside (prior to 20 UT), enhanced dayside northward

(upward) flow in VperN (prior to 20 UT) was evident (Figure 5b).
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Figure 6. Similar to Figure 4 but for Arecibo: (a) VperE , (b) VperN , and (c) Vz and Vpar at 350 km. Red (and black) curves
show data starting on 17 March, and blue curves show data starting on 18 March.

The passage of a SED plume over Millstone Hill at ∼20 UT (local afternoon) appeared in electron density
enhancements (Figure 5c) and ionospheric F region electron content [Zhang et al., 2015] immediately prior
to or at the onset of local large plasma drifts which existed between 20 and 24 UT (before or around dusk).
This indicates that westward transportation carried plasma from later MLT times toward the east across
Millstone Hill, i.e., from dusk/evening to afternoon MLT sectors. Along with these strong westward flows at
late MLT period (close to dusk), poleward transportation occurred at earlier MLT close to noon to the north-
west of MHO. The vertical component of the transport moved plasma from low altitudes associated with large
photoionization production to high altitudes where chemical recombination was significantly slower. The net
effect of transportation in these directions was evident in accumulation of plasma to form the SED plume,
and this scenario was confirmed for this event by a separate numerical study [Liu et al., 2016]. Figure 5d shows
the cross-field plasma flux within 300–350 km at ∼50∘N (corresponding to the blue line in Figure 4, bottom).
The flux intensified to a maximum value of 8 × 1014 m−2s−1 at 20 UT when the westward drift maximized.
At this time, contributions from magnetic meridional transport were significant as well, reaching a maximum
slightly earlier than the magnetic zonal transport contribution. The same northward/upward drift could have
also transported plasma from subauroral latitudes into the cusp region where it would subsequently enter
the polar cap as part of the tongue of ionization [Foster et al., 2005]. These observations of TEC as well as ion
drifts from the ISR and DMSP from this great storm are consistent with existing understanding of the roles of
strong westward convection and large northward/upward drift in forming and evolving SED features [Foster,
1993; Heelis, 2008; Yuan et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2014, and references therein].

3.2. Prompt Penetration Electric Field Versus Disturbance Dynamo
During the storm event from 14 to 24 UT, the interplanetary electric field (IEF) was strong at the level of
∼10 mV/m. IEF fluctuated with peaks near ∼16–18 UT and ∼22 UT. Both MHO ISR and DMSP observations
(Figure 7, to be discussed later) near these two time periods contain enhanced poleward perpendicular ion
drifts/vertical upward drifts (due to eastward electric field) and signatures of penetration electric field: the
VperN enhancement prior to 21 UT to the north of MHO (Figure 5b) and the weak VperN enhancement locally at
MHO near 18 UT (Figure 8b).
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Figure 7. DMSP F16 measurements of vertical ion drift Vz , averaged over middle and low latitudes (15–40∘N) around
the dusk sector for 16–18 March 2015. Enhanced vertical drifts appear on 17 March, associated with large IEF Ey
(>10 mV/m) between 14–16 UT and 21–24 UT in Figure 1.

VperN showed an isolated increase at ∼22 UT at dusk, when the plasma flow is mostly poleward/sunward
(Figure 5b). This VperN enhancement was observed to the north of MHO, coincident with enhancement in local
MHO vertical drift Vz (Figure 5d). Note that this Vz enhancement at 22 UT was different from the earlier sig-
nature at 18 UT that contributed to SED plume development. In particular, the 22 UT excursion did not cause
significant Ne increase since the ionosphere to the west of MHO was unable to supply sufficient ionization
to the enhanced westward convection. This west side ionosphere had been involved in transporting ioniza-
tion to the earlier (20 UT) SED plume and, in addition, was experiencing low photoionization toward sunset.
Therefore, local Ne at 22 UT did not increase, and this was followed by the plasmaspheric boundary sweeping
over Millstone Hill prior to the arrival of the midlatitude main trough and a rapid decrease in background Ne.

At lower latitudes (Figure 6), the northward electric field (zonal ion drift) was also visible at Arecibo, with a sud-
den westward drift enhancement in VperE between 22 and 01 UT on 17–18 March. The eastward electric field
(meridional ion drift VperN) fluctuated in the dusk and evening sectors with amplitudes well beyond quiet time
values. Around the same time of VperE westward sudden increase, VperN was suddenly southward, indicating
an externally imposed westward electric field. Figure 6 also indicates that the Vz variation prior to 23 UT vari-
ation follows closely the behavior of Vpar (i.e., neutral winds and diffusion velocity) but not that of VperN (zonal
electric field). It should be noted that at this stage of the storm (∼22 UT or 18 LT at AO), the traveling atmo-
spheric disturbance (TAD) and the disturbance neutral wind were about to reach or even might have reached
AO (section 3.3). This TAD could have potentially generated a disturbance dynamo [e.g., Blanc and Richmond,
1980], contributing to the enhanced westward VperE and southward VperN. On the other hand, evidence for
penetration electric field effects during this same period, in addition to the MHO results, also exists.

A comprehensive survey of DMSP drift data during this 17 March 2015 storm showed that the penetration
electric field reached down to 20∘ magnetic latitude on the duskside [Hairston et al., 2016]. DMSP F16 and
F19 observations of vertical plasma drift showed a clear enhancement before 18 UT and after 21 UT; Figure 7
demonstrates this using the F19 averaged vertical drift Vz at middle and low latitudes between 15 and 40∘N
at locations where the ISR data showed externally imposed electric field signatures.

To summarize, all these observations suggest that the prompt penetration electric fields over MHO vicinity can
be clearly identified during two duskside segments, 17–20 UT and 22 UT, but at AO the disturbance dynamo
electric field appears to come into play around 22 UT along with the penetration electric field.

3.3. Meridional Neutral Winds and Traveling Atmospheric Disturbance
During main storm phase, meridional neutral winds near the F2 peak height showed dramatic changes,
with strong latitudinal variations causing very different signatures over Millstone Hill (Figure 8a) and Arecibo
(Figure 9).

At Millstone Hill’s subauroral location, storm time neutral winds showed the following features:

1. A significant equatorward neutral wind surge on the dayside peaking at ∼200 m/s at 16 UT, much stronger
than that on a quiet day. In the nightside Asian sector, nearly simultaneous equatorward wind surges were
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Figure 8. (a) Geomagnetic meridional winds at Millstone Hill, measured near the F2 peak height by the ISR (blue) and by
the on-site FPI (red). The blue error bars indicate the range of the wind magnitude within 20 km around the peak value.
The light blue curve plots the same winds but for 20–21 March with quiet magnetic activity. (b) The diffusion velocity
Vd , the field-aligned ion velocity Vpar projected vertically Vz

par, and perpendicular northward velocity VperN projected
vertically Vz

perN are also shown as averages within 250–300.

also observed at Shigaraki (34.9∘N, 134.8∘E) in the Northern Hemisphere and Darwin (12.4∘S, 131.0∘E) in
the Southern Hemisphere [Tulasi Ram et al., 2016]. The quiet time meridional wind on the dayside is typi-
cally poleward as part of the general thermospheric circulation. However, during the 17 March 2015 storm,
the large equatorward surge was superimposed on this background poleward wind and lasted for a short
time. A storm time dayside equatorward wind surge is not observed as often as a nightside surge, but
Goncharenko et al. [2007] provided such an equatorward wind surge example during a moderate storm.
Simulations by Lu et al. [2008] indicate that Joule heating confined to the dayside convection zone is a suf-
ficient driver for production of an equatorward wind enhancement and can be responsible for a positive
phase storm.

2. Quasiperiodic oscillations with a 2–3 h period between 16 and 23 UT, that have an apparent association
with large-scale traveling atmospheric disturbances (TAD, see, for example, Shiokawa et al. [2002, 2003]
for observations at middle and lower latitudes). The storm time TAD is much larger in amplitude than
quiet time wave-like oscillations. The quasiperiodic oscillations are superimposed on the storm time day-
side surge mentioned above and also on the regular quiet time wind circulation pattern. The surge and
large amplitude TAD are bright and characteristic responses to storm driven high-latitude heating, but it is
unusual to observe both signatures nearly simultaneously, as the phase velocity for large-scale TAD prop-
agation is not necessarily the same as the propagation velocity of the surge. (The latter is established by
an enhanced equatorward pressure gradient force of the neutral atmosphere superimposed on the regular
general circulation.)

3. Within approximately 1 h starting from 22 UT, the derived meridional wind reduced significantly its north-
ward component and turned equatorward. The 250 m/s wind speed change in an hour, from 150 m/s
northward to 100 m/s southward, was not part of the regular quiet time wind circulation near sunset which
causes a rotation in wind direction and a typical speed change of 150 m/s in an hour after 24 UT. It was also
not part of the neutral wind oscillation mentioned above, because the ionospheric density did not oscillate
similarly with any signature of the propagation phase change in height during 20–22 UT (see Figure 10).
These effects can be explained in terms of either a southward wind impulse which could be generated
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 but for the Arecibo site. The wind calculation here used a 1.3 Burnside factor for the O+−O
collision frequency correction.

remotely at higher latitudes or a vertical wind that occurred locally. In particular, this rapid meridional wind
variation could be an indicator of local neutral atmosphere upwelling following strong frictional heating
associated with strong plasma flow (as shown in Figures 4 and 5a). In a normal ISR neutral wind calculation
procedure, vertical winds are not taken into consideration, and so situations contaminated with a strong
upward wind will produce an apparent southward wind analysis artifact. The frictional heating arguments
will be presented later. These derived meridional winds correspond to an enhancement (by 50 m/s) of the
upward ion drift (Figure 5d), which then became downward reaching a maximum speed in 4 h. Neverthe-
less, inherent ambiguity exists because a southward wind impulse and a vertical upwelling wind can impose
a similar rapid southward turning signature (or a significantly reduced northward component). The gap of
the derived winds was due to interference (coherent plasma irregularity occurrence that masked normal
incoherent scatter returns) within the MISA measurements at 45∘ elevation.

4. Poleward wind surge near 02 UT on 18 March, as seen by both ISR and FPI (red circles in Figure 8a). Zhang
et al. [2015] indicated that this premidnight surge, as opposed to the well-known midnight equatorial surge,
is a result of westward neutral winds driven by SAPS high-speed ion flows in the same westward direction
via ion-neutral collisions. The strong westward neutral wind can also induce a northward wind through
the Coriolis force. Similar poleward wind surges and related westward enhancements were also found at
approximately the same time over sites to the west and slightly south of Millstone Hill. Additional arguments
from this present study show that both the ISR and FPI had similar poleward wind surges at approximately
the same time. We note as well that impulse-like poleward wind surges cannot be ascribed to TAD, since
they exhibit non-wave-like characteristics such as a huge amplitude offset from a quiet time wind (by well
above 300 m/s) and a quick decay of poleward wind without any further oscillation.

At low middle latitudes, Arecibo neutral winds showed quite different responses to the storm (Figure 9). While
Arecibo winds were slightly more equatorward on average on 17–18 March between 20 and 08 UT (dusk and
nighttime sectors) compared to the next day, the storm time large wind amplitude (100–200 m/s) and long
period (∼4 h) oscillation is a striking feature. This is the case for the magnetic meridional winds derived from
both ISR (blue) and FPI (red) data sets. The oscillation is part of the wave-like TAD which is also seen in the
winds at Millstone Hill mentioned earlier.

It was not feasible to determine a timing relationship between the waves seen at Millstone Hill and Arecibo
due to lack of data prior to 20 UT at Arecibo. However, regional TEC maps over the continental U.S. (not
shown) clearly indicate the progression of a large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbance (LSTID), the iono-
spheric manifestation of a TAD. The LSTID structure associated with TAD passage can be also found in the
two-dimensional electron density contours (UT and altitude) locally at MHO and AO (Figure 10). These TID
signatures in radar measured electron density have classical gravity wave-related features [Kirchengast et al.,
1996]. In particular, Ne disturbances at MHO clearly show 2.5 h wave structures primarily in the F2 region,
progressing with a large delayed phase toward lower altitudes. At AO where radar topside ionospheric mea-
surements are available, electron density oscillation valleys and peaks show evidence of delayed phase toward
lower altitudes between 0100 and 0400 UT on 18 March.
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Figure 10. F region electron density height versus universal time variations at (top) MHO and (bottom) AO, shown as
the percentage deviation from the 4 h median of electron density in m−3. An enhancement immediately after 20 UT at
MHO indicating the local passage of storm enhanced density (SED).

3.4. Oscillations of Electric Fields
The wave-like TAD signature was very prominent in oscillating meridional winds observed at Arecibo. A very
similar electric field oscillation was present at Arecibo as well (Figure 6). VperN had peaks and valleys in dusk,
evening, and nighttime hours from 23 UT onward (recall that the peak before these times was ascribed ear-
lier to the penetration electric field). These VperN oscillations (Figure 6b) were negatively correlated with the
parallel ion drift Vpar (Figure 6c). The oscillating Vpar was mainly driven by the meridional winds (Figure 9),
as horizontal wind changes caused corresponding ion parallel motions, and therefore, we associate the
meridional wind oscillation with the electric field oscillation.

Significant anticorrelation between Vpar and VperN creates mostly horizontal bulk plasma motion [Buonsanto
and Foster, 1993]. This feature has been extensively observed by Arecibo and Millstone Hill ISRs [Behnke and
Harper, 1973; Buonsanto and Foster, 1993], but the detailed mechanism remains an unresolved puzzle in spite
of many attempts [Rishbeth et al., 1978; Walker, 1980]. One suggested mechanism is associated with the polar-
ization electric field established by the F region neutral wind dynamo, an important feature as responses of the
electric fields to meridional wind changes occur nearly instantaneously owing to the vast difference between
ionized and neutral density. This polarization field mechanism works only if the flow of F region current is
inhibited by ionospheric horizontal (zonal) variations. We argue in the storm studied here that the upper atmo-
spheric conditions which developed are capable of satisfying the required (1) neutral wind disturbances and
(2) ionospheric zonal inhomogeneity. The TAD in meridional winds were likely associated with propagating
gravity waves launched by geomagnetic activity, as evidenced at Millstone Hill and Arecibo. These perturba-
tions therefore drove variations in the F region Pederson (zonal) current flow. The current flow experiences
ionospheric density gradients in the zonal direction, as it was initially located close to the dusk terminator.
Another factor in this event’s polarization electric field development was significant spatial gradients in the
wave-like ionospheric density due to zonal gradients in the ionospheric conductivity. For these reasons, we
assert that observed anticorrelation between Vpar and VperN ultimately reflects the existence of a polarization
electric field perturbation generated by the large-scale TAD. (Similar polarization electric fields for the time
period with medium-scale TID (MSTID) perturbations also exist in nighttime sectors) [Saito et al., 1995; Otsuka
et al., 2004; Huang, 2016.]
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3.5. F Region Heating
During the SAPS (large ionospheric drift) time period at 20–24 UT, the ionosphere and thermosphere
underwent substantial variations. These variations started around 21 UT and had the following characteristics:

1. Vertical drift Vz enhanced from 50 m/s to 100 m/s upward between 2200 and 2330 UT (Figure 11, top).
Figure 4 shows the penetration electric field around this time at 10∘ north of MHO. This electric field also
occurred locally at MHO (Figure 8b). The vertical drift Vz

perN driving by the penetration could account for
most of the 50 m/s Vz prior to the 100 m/s peak Vz at 23 UT, but not the peak Vz . On the other hand, as shown
in Figure 8b, the vertical drift Vz

par arising from the parallel drift was subject to rapid change by ∼ 70m/s in
an hour between 22 and 23 UT, turning from downward to upward. Therefore, the parallel drift contributed
the most to the large Vz enhancement. During the rapid Vz

par change, the change in diffusion velocity Vd was
modest. Therefore, it seems logical to ascribe this parallel drift and vertical drift feature to the equatorward
meridional wind. However, we further argue that mainly because of the accompanying large Ti enhance-
ment (discussed immediately below), the observed Vz and Vpar enhancements (22–23 UT) could be also
related to ion upwelling driven by neutral upwelling (or vertical winds). The upwelling signature in radar
derived neutral winds was previously mentioned in section 3.3, and the next section (3.6) will address the
E region upwelling.

2. Enhanced ion temperature Ti by up to 700 K in the F2 region (Figure 11, middle). The ion temperature change
ΔTi due to frictional heating is proportional to the squared ion-neutral relative velocity 𝛿V2

i−n [Schunk and
Nagy, 2000]. In the O+ dominant F region, thisΔTi of 700 K means that the relative speed 𝛿Vi−n was 1000 m/s.
Both ion and neutral velocities in the meridional direction are very small (see Figures 3 and 5; note that these
are not exactly over Millstone Hill. See also Figure 8), and the ion-neutral relative velocity in this direction
should be small. However, the zonal ion drift was much larger than the meridional ion drift (Figures 3 and 5),
and the relative ion-neutral velocity could have been much larger in zonal direction than in meridional
direction. However, without measurements of the zonal neutral wind, it is impossible to obtain the exact
ion-neutral relative velocity. The zonal wind is known to respond strongly to SAPS forcing [H. Wang et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015]. It is reasonable to speculate that the relative velocity could have
been as large as 1000 m/s.

3. Elevated Ti values similar to those observed should enhance the chemical reaction rates between O+ and
O2 or O+ and N2, potentially leading to an F region O+ density reduction. The F region density reduction
occurred immediately after the SED plume passage over Millstone Hill (Figure 10). The passage was during
a period characterized by (1) lack of sufficient plasma source produced by photoionization on the dusk-
side/nightside that can be transported to the MHO vicinity, (2) arrival of the midlatitude trough, and (3)
influences of the neutral composition caused negative storm phase. We also point out that enhanced chem-
ical loss due to the elevated Ti was an additional factor contributing to the immediate F2 region density
reduction.

Simulation of SAPS-driven thermospheric responses has been previously performed by Wang et al. [2012].
Based on the results, expected ionosphere and thermosphere signatures during SAPS forcing periods include
enhancements in zonal winds and the neutral temperature, and the F region ion temperature changes
observed during 17–18 March 2015 fall within these expectations qualitatively. The observed effects for this
particular event were generally much more strong. However, it should be noted that the measured Ti enhance-
ment, large upward ion drift, and all the DMSP and ISR measured SAPS and larger ionospheric convection
velocity (therefore the potential frictional heating) did not always coexist perfectly in space and time due to
the spatial-temporal resolution constraints for this event’s observations. The connection between frictional
heating in the F region (and in the E region as well, to be discussed in the next section) and SAPS (or large
ionospheric drift) must therefore remain largely speculative.

The following sections present observational evidence that a much wider range of upper atmospheric
changes are possible due to strong electrodynamic perturbation causing storm time ionosphere, thermo-
sphere, and magnetosphere response.

3.6. E Region Heating
We performed a storm perturbation analysis for Millstone Hill ISR data in the E region (100–130 km), and
the results are shown in Figure 12. Ions in the E region plasma are by definition nearly unmagnetized due
to collisions with very large neutral densities. However, Figure 12 indicates that the Millstone Hill observed
E region storm time vertical ion drift reached ∼100 m/s (red curve) during the SAPS period between 21 and
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Figure 11. Millstone Hill F region storm time response signatures in (top) vertical ion drift, (middle) ion temperature,
(bottom) and electron density averaged within 325–375 km, showing large plasma flow during the SAPS period
(between black lines). The red symbols are data starting 17 March, and the light blue ones show 18 March data, a period
of relatively weak magnetic activity.

24 UT, clearly above quiet day levels (blue curve). Prior to SAPS influence, F region VperN (or equivalently the
penetration electric field) to the north of MHO was 500–1000 m/s between 17 and 21 UT (Figure 5) and Vz

at 105–125 km above MHO was close to zero during the same time (Figure 12). (VperN at 105–125 km over
MHO was not measured by the experiment pointing configuration.) One speculation is that the large MHO
Vz observed during the SAPS period was not associated with the penetration electric field induced VperN in
the E region, as the zonal penetration electric field would need to be excessively large to yield a significant
VperN component in the E region. Rather, we ascribe storm time ion upwelling indicated by the large Vz to a
variation imposed by upwelling neutrals. In this scenario, the vertical neutral wind perturbation, associated
with neutral upwelling, was caused by ion frictional heating as a result of large ion-neutral relative velocity
in the horizontal direction. This conjecture is supported by the observed ion zonal flow VperE that was clearly
much larger than VperN (Figure 5).

E region frictional heating was also observed as a Ti enhancement during 21–24 UT (Figure 12, middle). At
E region altitudes, an observed 200 K ΔTi corresponds to 𝛿Vi−n = 400 m/s. This relative velocity is much
smaller than the 1000 m/s ion-neutral relative velocity mentioned earlier, because of the much denser neutral
atmosphere in the E region. The elevated Ti did not seem to cause significant reduction in E region electron
density during its large diurnal variation toward sunset.

Figure 13 shows estimates of the integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivity over Millstone Hill for the entire
study period in both the E region (100–150 km) and F region (200–550 km), as well as total conductivity
over the 100–550 km range. The conductivity calculation, based on the Schunk and Nagy [2000] formulation,
was performed using ISR plasma density and temperatures along with NRL-MSIS modeled neutral parame-
ters [Picone et al., 2002]. Even though large changes in both conductance parameters occurred in the F region
before and after SED plume passage, integrated conductance parameters were nearly completely dominated
as expected by E region conditions. Since SAPS-related effects do not greatly influence E region electron
density conditions, conductance variations were therefore not strongly correlated to SAPS related frictional
heating. (We note that the E region conductance estimates have large postsunset uncertainty due to the
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Figure 12. Millstone Hill E region storm time response signatures in (top) vertical ion drift, (middle) ion temperature,
and (bottom) electron density averaged over 105–125 km, with the SAPS period marked by black lines. The red symbols
are for 17 March data, and the light blue ones show 18 March data, a period of relatively weak magnetic activity.

low signal-to-noise ratio caused by low electron density values.) These results also indicate that strong SAPS
can exist in the presence of a large conductivity E region. Under steady ion drift conditions, the total fric-
tional heating to ions and neutrals is equal to Joule heating, and therefore, Joule heating can be also very
large during the SAPS period (The large E region conductivity does favor this.) However, as the ion drift fluc-
tuates, the Joule heating rate underestimates the total energy involved in the frictional heating [Brekke and
Kamide, 1996].

3.7. Atmospheric Upwelling
Figure 14 summarizes Millstone Hill subauroral vertical ion drift Vz throughout the E and F regions during the
storm event by plotting the Vz altitude profile averaged over an hour (22–23 UT) during the large Ti enhance-
ment period, using MHO long-pulse waveform data for the F region and alternating code waveform data for
the E and F1 regions. In the F region, Vz is 50–70 m/s faster (upward) than for a relatively quiet day and increases
slightly over the duration of the storm event. In the E and F1 regions below ∼200 km altitude, there is a sim-
ilar vertical velocity enhancement of ∼50 m/s during the SAPS period compared to quiet conditions. Large
height gradients in vertical velocity exist near 150 km altitude for both quiet and disturbed conditions, but
this seems a regular feature shown in meridional wind height profiles from climatology models such as Drob
et al. [2008] and Emmert et al. [2008]. The largest E region storm time vertical drift enhancement is ∼100 m/s
between 120 and 150 km altitude. The more or less uniform nature of drift enhancements throughout the E
and F regions strongly disfavors a predominant penetration electric field influence, which should fall dramat-
ically in amplitude at low altitudes due to a dramatic increase in the ion-neutral collision frequency. It should
be noted also that unless the neutrals move vertically in the E region, a substantial vertical velocity of the ions
cannot last for 1 h in the E region.

We argue that the common driver for the subauroral vertical drift enhancement seen throughout the E and F
regions was the atmospheric upwelling caused by strong ion-neutral frictional heating to both neutrals and
ions during the SAPS period. Frictional heating and upwelling were established on a timescale of approxi-
mately an hour following the onset of strong horizontal ion flow relative to the neutrals, and these effects
subsequently enhanced the vertical ion drift throughout the E and F regions.
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Figure 13. Estimated (bottom) Pedersen and (top) Hall E region integrated conductance for the E region (100–150 km,
gray dots), the F region (200–550 km, blue dots), and the overall ionosphere from 100 to 550 km (red dots).
Radar-measured plasma density and temperature information as well as NRL-MSIS model neutral atmosphere
parameters are used for conductance calculations.

In the F region, vertical and meridional winds as well as eastward electric field can all cause vertical ion drift.
This fact means that it is impossible to distinguish the relative magnitudes of these two wind components
from a Vz (or Vpar) measurement. The 50–100 m/s enhancement in Vz throughout the E and F regions carries
an important signature of the atmospheric vertical upwelling. However, the magnitude of upwelling is not
exactly known especially in the F region because the penetration electric field and meridional neutral wind
effects do contribute to Vz . The F region ion upwelling is also possible at MHO with a 67.5∘ dip angle following
the frictional heating to the ions, and it should also contribute to the observed 50–100 m/s Vz enhancement.
For the E region, the ion upwelling only (without neutral upwelling) would be insufficient to account for the

Figure 14. Average profiles of Millstone Hill vertical ion drift during 22–23 UT on 17 March (red) and 18 March (red),
showing enhancement of the vertical drift throughout the E and F regions. The plot combines long-pulse waveform
data for the F region and alternating code waveform data for the E and F1 regions.
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large Vz change due to substantial ion-neutral collision rates. Nevertheless. the 50–100 m/s Vz enhancement
of the ions within 1 h was substantial in the lower F region and E region if completely driven by neutral
upwelling. The intensity of neutral upwelling must have been quite strong, producing adiabatic heating in
this region where neutral temperature increases rapidly with height. This adiabatic heating effect could have
appeared as an apparent cooling at certain heights. The ISR observations reported here could be examined in
the future with a dedicated analysis (beyond the scope of this study) to resolve the ambiguity issue between
ion composition and ion temperature in the F1 region ISR measurement.

Thermospheric upwelling at high latitudes is a well-known effect [e.g., Lühr et al., 2004; Larsen and Meriwether,
2012]. Large vertical neutral winds may exist in the form of acoustic waves [Deng et al., 2008]. But such a
large upwelling has not been reported observationally to date for middle and subauroral latitudes, although
upwelling of the neutral atmosphere caused by SAPS effects was simulated by Wang et al. [2012]. Simula-
tion results further show that neutral composition changes, associated with upwelling of molecular rich air in
subauroral and auroral regions, can become an important contributor to storm time deep and extended iono-
spheric electron density depletions at subauroral latitudes. Observational evidence of upwelling as reported
here thus provides an additional and perhaps important causative factor for production of the midlatitude
electron density trough that arrives immediately following the SED plume.

3.8. Ion Upflow/Outflow and Frictional Heating
The importance of frictional heating in the F region has been noted in a number of observational studies
[Baron and Wand, 1983; Heelis and Coley, 1988] and simulations [Deng et al., 2011]. When considering observed
large amplitude ion drifts at subauroral latitudes, Buonsanto et al. [1992] also linked frictional effects to the
production of ion upwelling and potentially outflow that can be a source of heavy cold ions for plasmaspheric
and magnetospheric regions. Yeh and Foster [1990] reported a supersonic ion outflow speed at 800 km altitude
during a great storm event with a maximum Kp of 9, and a speed of 400–500 m/s at 400 to 500 km altitude.
Zhang et al. [2016] also indicated the correlation between the horizontal ion drift and the vertical ion drift
at the DMSP satellite altitude in the polar cap, suggesting effects of frictinal heating. In addition to frictional
heating effects, the study also suggested that localized heating produced by precipitating O+ could account
for observed ion outflows. Further research has concluded that O+ dynamics capable of accelerating heavy
ions in the plasmasphere and magnetosphere most probably occurs in two steps: (1) ion upflow with thermal
velocities below approximately 500 km and (2) ion outflow with suprathermal velocities at higher altitudes.
Ion upflows below approximately 500 km may be caused by ion-neutral frictional heating or by soft particle
precipitation [Strangeway et al., 2005].

During the SAPS period for the 17 March 2015 study interval with maximum Kp of 7, a clear signature of ion
outflow was present (Figure 15). The vertical ion drift (Figure 15a) had a very high speed of >400 m/s for a
brief ∼30 min period near ∼22:43 UT at ∼450 km over MHO, similar to that previously observed at MHO by
Yeh and Foster [1990] during SAPS associated periods within the February 1986 great storm, and by Erickson
et al. [2010] during the November 2004 storm. Vertical upward flux reached 1013 ions m−2 s−1 at ∼400 km
and could have been larger at a higher altitude, similar to MHO earlier observations and somewhat smaller
than results from some other SED events observed at DMSP altitudes [Yuan et al., 2008]. During the 17 March
2015 upflow/outflow event, F region Ti was highly enhanced, and rapid acceleration in velocities occurred
above 350 km, and these features imply that ion upwelling associated with frictional heating likely consti-
tuted a dominant source of plasma at low altitudes for subsequent outflow processes. However, the observed
Millstone Hill electron temperature did not experience any substantial enhancement (not shown here; Te val-
ues less than than 2700 K below 450 km), unlike the Yeh and Foster [1990] case where Te exceeded 4000 K
at 450 km. A survey of DMSP energetic ion particle spectrograms (not shown) shows no sign of precipitating
ions over the MHO latitude, as these typically occurred northward of SAPS. We therefore do not expect soft
electron as well as ion precipitation to be present and consider it reasonable to speculate that a connection
existed in this event between ion upflow/outflow and F region frictional heating.

3.9. F1 Region Effects
During the 17 March 2015 20–24 UT SAPS period, the Millstone Hill electron density profile developed a clear
F1 peak, and, in fact, the F1 peak density was often higher than the F2 peak seen in Figure 16 and known
as a “G-condition” from ionosonde nomenclature [Buonsanto, 1999]. By contrast, quiet time daytime profiles
(gray curves and black dashed line) show an F2 region electron density larger than the F1 region. Furthermore,
prior to the SAPS influenced period (cyan curves and dotted line), the F1 ledge altitude was higher with a
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Figure 15. Millstone Hill height profiles of (a) vertical drift and (b) vertical flux at 22:43 UT on 17 March, showing a
strong upward velocity of up to 400 m/s, and an upward flux of 1013m−2s−1 at 450 km that are likely associated with ion
outflows (see text).

larger associated density, but the F2 layer density remained larger than the F1 density. During typical sunset
transition conditions, the F1 region electron density layer moves upward with an associated reduction in the
F1 layer density, evolving the F1 peak into an F1 ledge or even causing a complete F1 disappearance [Zhang and
Huang, 1995a]. The study of Zhang and Huang [1995b] suggested that F1 region transport assists in F1 peak for-
mation. During the 17 March 2015 event, observations are therefore compatible with a scenario where, during
SAPS hours, the ion upwelling discussed in the previous section likely moved plasma rich in molecular ions

Figure 16. Profiles of Millstone Hill E and F regions electron density during the SAPS period on 17 March (red, green,
blue, and magenta) and averages (solid, black), as well as profiles from the previous hour (cyan) and its average (dotted,
black), and profiles of the same hours on the previous day (gray) and their average (long dashed line, black).
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upward into the F1 region, while the F2 region electron density was simultaneously reduced due to elevated
chemical recombination (section 3.5). The combination of these factors implies that at storm times, strong
electrodynamic disturbance effects can ultimately produce F1 region electron density levels that surpass F2

region electron densities.

4. Summary

The geomagnetic storm on 17–18 March 2015 was the largest to date in Solar Cycle 24 in terms of maximum
negative Dst value and caused strong disturbances in ionosphere and thermosphere regions. At subauroral
and midlatitudes, storm effects include fast ionospheric plasma drifts driven by SAPS processes and other
associated ionospheric and thermospheric dynamics. This observational study has focused on ion-neutral
coupling processes associated or correlated with significant electrodynamic forcing using incoherent scatter
radars at Millstone Hill (MHO) and Arecibo (AO) along with DMSP in situ topside ionospheric data. During the
main phase of the storm, in particular, in the afternoon and dusk sectors over North America, a number of
ionospheric and thermospheric disturbance characteristics are identified and summarized schematically in
Figure 17.

1. Both ground-based and in situ observations show fast plasma flows in the vicinity of Millstone Hill around
20–24 UT prior to dusk, with poleward/upward ion drifts also observed earlier in local noon and afternoon
sectors.

2. A storm enhanced density (SED) plume passed over MHO in the afternoon sector when the ion drift was
poleward/upward and subsequently moved westward. SAPS was located on the poleward edge of the
plume. These effects are consistent with current understanding of the roles that large westward plasma
drift and poleward/upward ion drift play in forming and evolving SED plumes.

3. Prompt penetration electric field (i.e., poleward ion drift) was observed in MHO poleward/upward ion drift
associated with the SED and was also seen at ∼22 UT over MHO and AO, in a manner consistent with DMSP
vertical drift data.

4. Meridional neutral winds surged equatorward on the dayside at MHO, followed by oscillations with a 2–3 h
period at both MHO and AO.

5. Oscillations in the meridional ion drift perpendicular to the field line (zonal electric field) accompanied oscil-
lations in the meridional wind at AO. The well-known anticorrelation between the parallel ion drift and the
ion drift perpendicular to the field line shown in AO data was likely related to a storm time polarization
electric field generated by large scale TADs.

6. MHO ion temperature and vertical ion drift enhancements in the E and F regions were observed during the
SAPS period. The strong upward ion drifts of over 50 m/s from the E region into the F region represented
the ionospheric manifestation of neutral wind upwelling driven by frictional heating which is presumably
associated with the SAPS type of large ionospheric drift.

7. An ion upflow/upwelling event was observed briefly at 22:43 UT over Millstone Hill, in the middle of the
SAPS time period with presumably strong frictional heating present throughout the ionospheric E and
F regions. The ion upflow/upwelling was seen as an upward vertical ion drift increase up to ∼400 m/s
magnitude and an upward flux close to 1013 ions/m2 s.

8. Storm time ionospheric F1 region subauroral electron density can at times be larger than F2 region electron
density during SAPS periods, due to the reduction in F region electron density shortly before arrival of the
midlatitude trough as well as increases in the F1 region molecular ion density as a result of ion upwelling.

The 17 March 2015 storm highlighted several significant ion-neutral coupling processes, present in some
cases nearly simultaneously over a several hour span and which happened here during a single event. These
processes, and their associated ionospheric and thermospheric variations, considerably expand and refine
our picture of storm time subauroral and midlatitude ionosphere and thermosphere changes. In particular,
during storm main phase, subauroral and/or midlatitude strong plasma flow convect ionospheric plasma
westward from the nightside to dayside. Simultaneously, penetration electric fields can provide upward and
poleward plasma drifts, moving dayside plasma to high altitudes (where chemical loss rate of the ions is slow)
and also injecting material at high latitudes near throat/polar cap entry regions in a manner that shapes SED
formation and evolution. Strong SAPS region ion-neutral relative motion in the horizontal direction can also
produce frictional heating not only in ionospheric but also thermospheric material. Neutral upwelling pre-
sumably associated with these features drives substantial ionospheric ion vertical drifts throughout the E
and F regions, with potentially large impacts on thermospheric composition locally and remotely. We also
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Figure 17. Schematic summary representation of primary storm time subauroral ionosphere and thermosphere
dynamics observed during the 17–18 March 2015 St. Patrick’s Day great geomagnetic storm.

speculate that strong ion upwellings/upflow (providing potential ion outflow sources) can be associated with
SAPS related ion-neutral processes. Storm time neutral wind disturbances are of significant amplitude, man-
ifesting as a dayside equatorward surge at subauroral/midlatitudes and oscillating TADs into low latitudes
during the main phase of the storm, accompanied by an abnormal nightside poleward surge. Observed storm
time TAD at low latitudes are strongly correlated to oscillating (zonal) electric field.

These features raise the interesting question for future study of whether the source region of these neutral
disturbances is always in the auroral zone as traditionally anticipated, or whether SAPS regions can under
certain conditions provide strong frictional heating that ultimately becomes another significant source of
storm time disturbances.
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